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[1] Climate change sensitivities of subtropical cloud-topped marine boundary layers
are analyzed using large-eddy simulation (LES) of three CGILS cases of well-mixed
stratocumulus, cumulus under stratocumulus, and shallow cumulus cloud regimes,
respectively. For each case, a steadily forced control simulation on a small horizon-
tally doubly periodic domain is run 10–20 days into quasi-steady state. The LES is
rerun to steady state with forcings perturbed by changes in temperature, free-tropo-
spheric relative humidity (RH), CO2 concentration, subsidence, inversion stability,
and wind speed; cloud responses to combined forcings superpose approximately line-
arly. For all three cloud regimes and 23 CO2 forcing perturbations estimated from the
CMIP3 multimodel mean, the LES predicts positive shortwave cloud feedback, like
most CMIP3 global climate models. At both stratocumulus locations, the cloud
remains overcast but thins in the warmer, moister, CO2-enhanced climate, due to the
combined effects of an increased lower-tropospheric vertical humidity gradient and an
enhanced free-tropospheric greenhouse effect that reduces the radiative driving of tur-
bulence. Reduced subsidence due to weakening of tropical overturning circulations
partly counteracts these two factors by raising the inversion and allowing the cloud
layer to deepen. These compensating mechanisms may explain the large scatter in low
cloud feedbacks predicted by climate models. CMIP3-predicted changes in wind
speed, inversion stability, and free-tropospheric RH have lesser impacts on the cloud
thickness. In the shallow cumulus regime, precipitation regulates the simulated bound-
ary-layer depth and vertical structure. Cloud-droplet (aerosol) concentration limits the
boundary-layer depth and affects the simulated cloud feedbacks.
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1. Introduction

[2] This paper is a companion to Blossey et al. [2013],
which describes the large-eddy simulation (LES) inter-
comparison component of the Cloud Feedback Model
Intercomparison Project—Global Atmospheric System
Study Intercomparison of Large-Eddy Simulation and
Single Column Models (CGILS), and to M. Zhang
et al. (First results from an international project to
understand the physical mechanisms of low cloud feed-
backs in general circulation models, submitted to Bulle-
tin of the American Meteorological Society, 2012),
which gives an overview of CGILS. The goal of CGILS
was to develop prototype cases for comparing the
response of subtropical cloud-topped boundary layers
to idealized climate perturbations in both single-column

models and LES. Cases were set up for three different
cloud regimes, well-mixed stratocumulus, cumulus ris-
ing into stratocumulus, and shallow cumulus, corre-
sponding to typical summer conditions at three
different locations called S12, S11, and S6 along a tran-
sect across the northeast Pacific Ocean extending from
near San Francisco past Hawaii.

[3] For each location, a pair of steadily forced simula-
tions was performed with each model. Each pair con-
sisted of a control (CTL) simulation corresponding to
July 2003 monthly-mean boundary conditions and ad-
vective forcings, and a P2S simulation with perturbed
forcings and boundary conditions. The perturbations
represented an idealized large-scale climate change
nominally corresponding to a uniform 2 K warming of
the sea-surface temperature (SST) locally and over the
entire tropics. They also included a moist-adiabatic
increase of the free-tropospheric temperature profile
that might accompany such an SST increase, a moisten-
ing of the free troposphere to maintain constant relative
humidity (RH), and an 11% reduction in the tropo-
spheric profile of mean subsidence (weakening of the
downward branch of the Walker circulation). The
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temperature increase had a vertical structure that did
not significantly change the estimated inversion
strength (EIS) of Wood and Bretherton [2006] (see sec-
tion 5.2.1 for more discussion). In the S12 case, the
intercomparison also included a P2 case like P2S but
with no mean subsidence reduction. Each simulation
was run out at least 10 days to achieve a near-steady
state. The P2S-CTL difference was interpreted as a
cloud response to that climate change.

[4] Blossey et al. [2013] found that to a considerable
extent the participating LES produces similar responses
to the idealized climate change in all of the different
cloud regimes. This motivated the current paper, in
which we analyze the simulated cloud- and boundary-
layer sensitivity to a broader set of climate-related per-
turbations with a single LES, interpret these in terms of
physical mechanisms of cloud response, and thereby de-
velop a better and perhaps more observationally testa-
ble understanding of subtropical cloud feedbacks.
Brient and Bony [2012] applied a related approach to a
stochastically forced version of the single-column ver-
sion of the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace climate model,
using the CGILS S6 case as a starting point, and we will
compare with a few of their findings.

[5] In this paper, we consider the response of the
three cloud regimes to changes in CO2 concentration,
humidity, subsidence, inversion stability, and wind
speed in addition to the P2S change that was the focus
of CGILS. We also perform simulations to test the line-
arity of the cloud response to combinations of these dif-
ferent climate perturbations. This provides a
framework for systematically comparing LES responses
with those of climate models in which the above forc-
ings change in model-dependent and location-depend-
ent ways as climate warms. It could also help integrate
results from a small but growing set of LES studies
investigating the response of different types of cloud-
topped boundary layers to different types of forcing
perturbations possibly relevant to climate change [e.g.,
Blossey et al., 2009; Lock, 2009; Xu et al., 2010; Sandu
and Stevens, 2011; Nuijens and Stevens, 2012; Rieck et
al., 2012].

[6] For case S12, we use a mixed-layer model (MLM)
as a comparison and aid to interpreting our LES results.
Indeed, our setup and some of our sensitivity studies
are analogous to a study of Caldwell and Bretherton
[2009], who analyzed the sensitivity of the steady-state
behavior of a Sc-capped MLM to changes in CO2, local
SST, and an ‘‘Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)’’
SST that generates a moist adiabat that controls the
free-tropospheric temperature profile. They found that
increasing local and ITCZ SSTs comparably (as in a
greenhouse-induced global warming) tends to weaken
subsidence, raise the inversion, and thicken the cloud
layer, while increasing CO2 without changing either
SST tends to lower the inversion and slightly thin the
cloud layer. With a simplified version of their MLM,
they were able to physically explain both of these
responses. On balance, their analysis suggested a thick-
ening of the stratocumulus in a warmer climate, which
induces a negative contribution to cloud feedback on

greenhouse warming in regions of subtropical coastal
stratocumulus. Our LES and MLM results provide an
interesting comparison to their findings.

[7] For case S6, we will also consider a cloud-droplet
concentration perturbation to illustrate the role of pre-
cipitation in controlling trade-cumulus boundary-layer
depth [e.g., Albrecht, 1993; Stevens and Seifert, 2008]
and thereby affecting cloud feedbacks.

[8] The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses likely consequences of CO2-induced cli-
mate change on the large-scale conditions in
subtropical boundary-layer cloud regimes. Section 3
discusses the detailed configuration of the sensitivity
cases. Section 4 documents the salient features of the
LES and MLM. Sections 5 give results and interpreta-
tion for the S12, S11, and S6 cases, respectively. Section
8 presents further discussion and our conclusions.

2. Marine Boundary-Layer Forcing Perturbations
Due to Climate Change

[9] In phase 3 of the World Climate Research Pro-
gram Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP3) [Meehl et al., 2007], a large ensemble of global
climate models (GCMs) archived output from a stand-
ardized set of climate change simulations in support of
the Fourth Assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change. From various studies that analyzed
the CMIP3 model output, we can estimate CMIP3 mul-
timodel mean changes and intermodel scatter in each of
the above perturbations averaged over the parts of the
subtropical oceans comprising the 80–100 percentiles of
monthly-mean lower-tropospheric stability (LTS) h(700
hPa)-h(1000 hPa), following methodology of Wyant et
al. [2009]. These correspond to the stratocumulus and
Sc-Cu transition regions, as shown in Blossey et al.
[2009, Figure 1].

[10] Table 1 gives these representative perturbations
and intermodel ranges for CMIP3 slab-ocean simula-
tions run to climate equilibrium with doubled CO2, or
in some cases for the A1B scenario between 2000 and
2100, during which time CO2 approximately doubles.
We estimate one change over all the three simulated
cloud regimes, because the published information is
inadequate to separately estimate forcings for each re-
gime. For some perturbations, the published informa-
tion is only a tropical or global average, which we must
assume also applies to the cloud regimes of interest.
Although we have tried to consider the forcing changes
that we believe are most likely to affect cloud response,
other perturbations not considered in this study and dif-
ficult to assess from the CMIP3 literature, e.g., in
boundary-layer horizontal advection, might also be sig-
nificant. The CMIP3 forcing perturbations respond to
the cloud feedbacks and the spatial structure of the
warming simulated in the participating GCMs. They
are an educated guess at how to force an LES to simu-
late boundary-layer cloud response in a future climate
but may not be fully realistic.

[11] The tabulated values are relevant measures to
assess the impact of the forcing perturbations on global
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cloud feedbacks, but corresponding forcing perturba-
tions simulated by a given GCM at the actual location
of each CGILS point may be quite different. To mean-
ingfully compare our LES simulations to GCM-simu-
lated cloud changes over the actual CGILS points, one
should use local model-specific values of forcing pertur-
bations at those points, not the more broadly averaged
values in Table 1. For instance, Vecchi and Soden [2007,
Figure 7] shows that in the northeast Pacific, the A1B
multimodel mean relative subsidence decrease over the
21st century is approximately 11% (assuming a 2.3 K
global temperature increase over the period), as used in
the CGILS intercomparison (Zhang et al., submitted
manuscript, 2012). This is more that twice as large as
the value in Table 1, reflecting regional effects of a

weakening Walker circulation. Further, Richter and Xie
[2008] note that many CMIP3 models show a slowing
of the trade winds over the northeast Pacific, including
the CGILS region, associated with weakening of the
Walker circulation. For instance, Webb and Lock [2012]
find a 10% weakening of the trade winds over the north-
east Pacific in the Hadley Centre Global Environmental
Model, version 2 (HadGEM2), to which they attribute
a particularly strong reduction in simulated low cloud
cover over that region in a warmer climate. For com-
parison of our LES sensitivities with their results, one
should consider a wind speed reduction of 10%, not the
CMIP3 mean value of 1.5% given in Table 1, and one
should also consider what other forcings might be
changing in regionally specific ways (e.g., in their simu-
lation, free-tropospheric RH slightly increases over the
northeast Pacific, rather than the decrease seen aver-
aged over the subtropical ocean in the CMIP3 multimo-
del mean).

3. Setup of Simulations

[12] We consider the climate perturbations given in
Table 2. The naming convention is as follows. Perturba-
tions that do not involve changes in the SST or free-tro-
pospheric temperature profiles are named in terms of
the key parameter that is changed, except for the
dCMIP3 case in which many parameters are simultane-
ously changed to reflect their CMIP3 multimodel mean
responses to CO2 doubling estimated in Table 1. All
other perturbations include a ‘‘P2,’’ indicating that the
free troposphere has been moist-adiabatically warmed
assuming a 2 K warm-pool SST increase. These pertur-
bations also include a 2 K local SST increase except as
mentioned later. Other name modifiers indicate addi-
tional changes (‘‘S’’ for reduced subsidence; ‘‘FT’’ for
only warming the free troposphere, not the local SST;

Table 1. CMIP3 Forcing Changes Associated With CO2

Doublinga

Perturbation Description Reference

dSST(15–35 N) 2.5 6 0.5 K Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change [2007,
Figure 10.6 and Box 10.2]

dx(500 hPa) 25% 6 3% Vecchi and Soden [2007, Figure 1],
Webb et al. [2012, Figure 7f/9f]

dEIS 0.6 6 0.2 K Webb et al. [2012, Figure 7e/9e]
dRH 21.5% 6 1% Richter and Xie [2008, Figure 10],

Sherwood et al. [2010, Figure 2]
dWS 21.5% 6 1.5% Lu and Cai [2009, Table 3

(tropical)]

aEstimated changes in selected forcing and boundary conditions
associated with CO2 doubling at climate equilibrium, based on
CMIP3 model studies, for the subtropical stratocumulus and transi-
tion regions. These are defined as the 80–100 percentile regimes of
30�N–30�S oceanic monthly mean LTS (the approximate range
spanned by the CGILS study locations). Where necessary, published
values have been rescaled from published units assuming a 3 K equi-
librium climate sensitivity. The change of midtropospheric vertical
pressure velocity dx has been further scaled into a relative change by
dividing by the mean x(500 hPa) � 30 hPa d21 for this LTS range.

Figure 1. Time-height profiles of horizontal-mean cloud fraction for the S12 control (CTL) and diurnal cycle
(CTLD) simulations.
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‘‘FTh’’ for halving this modification by warming the
local SST by half as much as the remote SST). The
setup of the control simulation and cases P2S and P2
are described by Blossey et al. [2013]. In case dRH, the
RH of the reference state is decreased uniformly in the
free troposphere, and the free-tropospheric horizontal
moisture advection is adjusted to maintain this new hu-
midity profile. In case dWS, the wind speed is uniformly
decreased, changing the surface fluxes, but the pre-
scribed horizontal advection of heat and moisture are
left unchanged. In all cases the free-tropospheric hori-
zontal advective tendencies are chosen to balance the
steady-state heat and moisture budgets for the reference
profiles. Following Blossey et al. [2013] the boundary-
layer advective tendencies are equal to the control or
P2S case, depending on the SST, and a ramp function
between 800 and 900 hPa is used to interpolate between
the boundary layer and free-tropospheric advective
tendencies.

4. Description of Models Used

[13] The LES and MLM that we use (both described
below) are configured following the CGILS LES speci-
fications described by Blossey et al. [2013], which
include a bulk surface flux formulation, a cloud-droplet
concentration Nd5100cm 23, and diurnally averaged
cloud-interactive longwave and shortwave radiation.
The solar constant is rescaled consistent with the choice
of solar zenith angle so that downwelling shortwave
flux is the diurnal average of the downwelling insolation
at the CGILS location and time of year. We follow the
CGILS specification of using a solar zenith angle whose
cosine is uniformly averaged across all times between
sunrise and sunset. In hindsight, a more accurate
approach would be to use an insolation-weighted aver-
age of the cosine of the zenith angle, which reduces the
imposed zenith angle from approximately 50� to 40�,
varying slightly between the three locations. This
approach would somewhat reduce the cloud albedo
(section 5.1) [see Hartmann, 1994, chapter 2].

[14] In both models, radiation is calculated using the
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model – GCM version
(RRTMG) scheme [Mlawer et al., 1997] by extending
the model grid up into the stratosphere to allow specifi-
cation of thermodynamic profiles throughout the entire
atmospheric column. Horizontal winds are nudged to a
specified profile in the LES with a 10 min timescale.

[15] The free-tropospheric column in both models
experiences interactive radiative heating, CGILS-speci-
fied subsidence and horizontal advection profiles, and
thermodynamic relaxation to specified CGILS profiles
above a relaxation height of 1200 (S12), 2500 (S11), and
4000 m (S6).

4.1. SAMA LES

[16] The LES used in this study is version 6.7 of the
System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM), kindly sup-
plied by Marat Khairoutdinov and documented by
Khairoutdinov and Randall [2003] and Blossey et al.
[2013]. The advection scheme of Blossey and Durran
[2008] is used for the four advected scalars, liquid static
energy sl5cpT1gz2L ql1qrð Þ, total nonprecipitating
water mixing ratio qt5qv1ql , rain water mixing ratio
qr, and rain number concentration Nr. Here cp is the
specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, T is the
temperature, g is the gravity, z is the height, L is the
latent heat of vaporization, ql is the cloud liquid water
mixing ratio, and qv is the vapor mixing ratio. As noted
by Blossey et al. [2013], this model version, which we
call SAMA, produces less numerical diffusion at the
sharp, poorly resolved inversion that caps the stratocu-
mulus cloud layers that we are simulating, resulting in
higher and more realistic simulated stratocumulus liq-
uid water paths (LWPs). The cloud liquid water and
temperature are diagnosed from the advected scalars
using the assumption of exact grid-scale saturation in
cloudy grid cells. The Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000]
scheme is used for conversion between cloud and rain
water. Cloud-droplet sedimentation is included follow-
ing Ackerman et al. [2009, equation (7)], based on a log-
normal droplet size distribution with a cloud-droplet
number concentration Nc5100cm 23 and a geometric
standard deviation rg51:2.

[17] Following Blossey et al. [2013], the domain is
doubly periodic in the horizontal, the vertical grid spac-
ing is 5 m near the trade inversion for S11 and S12 and
40 m for S6, while the horizontal resolution is 25 m for
S11 and S12 and 100 m for S6.

4.2. University of Washington MLM

[18] The formulation of the MLM equations follows
Uchida et al. [2010] and Caldwell and Bretherton [2009].
The MLM includes representations of precipitation and
cloud-droplet sedimentation. It uses the Nicholls and
Turton [2013] entrainment parameterization modified
to include LES-tuned parameterization of sedimenta-
tion effects on entrainment efficiency [Bretherton et al.,
2007]. As in Uchida et al. [2010], the evaporative
enhancement coefficient a2 = 60 and the cloud-base
drizzle rate power law have been adjusted to match the
SAMA LES. This allows the MLM to simulate a mean

Table 2. Description of Sensitivity Studies

Name Description

CTL Control
CTLD CTL with diurnal cycle of insolation
4CO2 CO2 concentration quadrupled from CTL
dRH 5% free-tropospheric RH decrease
dWS 5% wind speed decrease (S12 only)
P2 2 K local SST increase; free-tropospheric

moist-adiabatically warmed by 2 K
remote boundary-layer warming

P2D P2 with diurnal cycle of insolation
P2S P2 with 10% subsidence decrease
P2SFT P2S but no warming of SST
P2SFTh P2S with 1 K warming of SST (S6 only)
N25 CTL with droplet concentration reduced

fourfold to 25 cm23 (S6 only)
P2SN25 P2S with droplet concentration reduced

fourfold to 25 cm23 (S6 only)
dCMIP3 CTL with doubled CO2 and other

parameters perturbed as in Table 1
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cloud thickness and boundary layer properties that are
comparable to the LES, permitting more meaningful
comparison of sensitivities of the MLM and LES to cli-
mate-relevant perturbations.

[19] As in Caldwell and Bretherton [2009], the MLM is
coupled to a time-dependent model of the free-tropo-
sphere column evolving due to radiative heating and
CGILS free-tropospheric advective forcings. The model
uses 40 grid layers between the inversion and 1600 m
and a fixed nonuniform grid above 1600 m to resolve
the radiative heating profile. The radiative fluxes and
thermodynamic values in the lowest free-tropospheric
level (typically 20 m or so above the inversion) are used
as the upper boundary condition for the MLM. The
MLM uses the CGILS-specified near-surface wind with
a bulk surface transfer coefficient of 1023 applied to dif-
ferences between mixed-layer and sea-surface values of
sl and qt for the calculation of surface fluxes; this pro-
duces fluxes similar to the more sophisticated CGILS-
specified LES approach (Blossey et al., [2013]) that is
based on assuming a surface log-layer profile of wind
and conserved scalars.

5. Stratocumulus-Capped Mixed Layer (S12)

5.1. S12 Control Simulation and Diurnal Cycle
Sensitivity

[20] Figure 1 shows the time-height sections of the
hourly mean cloud fraction for the S12 control (CTL)
and diurnal cycle (CTLD) simulations. The control sim-
ulation has a stratocumulus layer of almost 100% cloud
fraction and approaches a quasi-steady state in 10 days.
The diurnal cycle simulation has a nearly identical
mean cloud-top height and LWP averaged over days 8–
10. However, the daily-mean shortwave cloud radiative
effect (SWCRE) in CTLD is 2123 W m22, which is
somewhat weaker than that in CTL, 2152 W m22.
Throughout this paper, we will use ‘‘weaker (or stron-
ger)’’ SWCRE to mean ‘‘less (or more) negative,’’ in
order to avoid possible confusion about whether
‘‘smaller’’ SWCRE is less negative or more negative.
Offline radiation calculations imply that 20 W m22 of
this difference is an avoidable bias due to the CGILS
specification to use the daytime mean rather than inso-
lation-weighted cosine of the solar zenith angle. The
remaining 10 W m22 is due to the diurnally varying
clouds being thinner during the day than the night. We
conclude that diurnally averaged insolation is a plausi-
ble simplification.

[21] Compared to the observed summertime climatol-
ogy at location S12 [Lin et al., 2009], simulation CTLD
has a slightly higher cloud top, smaller LWP, larger
cloud fraction, and stronger SWCRE. We do not expect
quantitative agreement with climatology because the
simulation does not include transient forcing variabili-
ty, and because of possible model biases in specified
forcings, entrainment, microphysics, and radiation. We
regard the qualitative agreement with observations to
be an adequate basis for regarding our sensitivity
experiments as meaningful indicators of cloud response
in the coastal well-mixed stratocumulus regime. How-

ever, we note, following Caldwell et al. [2013] that cloud
feedbacks may also reflect changes in the distribution of
different cloud types, in the relative frequency of well-
mixed stratocumulus, for which our study does not fully
account.

5.2. Summary of S12 Sensitivity Study Results

[22] Table 3 gives the salient statistics, and Figure 2
shows the thermodynamic and vertical velocity variance
profiles for the day 8–10 averages, which we take as
adequate approximations to steady states of the S12
runs. The near-coincidence of cloud base zb and near-
surface lifted condensation level (LCL), and the uni-
formity of sl=cp and qt below the inversion, are the char-
acteristics of a stratocumulus-capped mixed layer. One
slight exception is P2S, in which mean cloud base is 32
m above the LCL, compared to half or less as much in
all other runs. The LWP in the runs varies from 36 to
64 g m22, corresponding to a cloud thickness range of
202–254 m. Even the maximum LWP leads to insignifi-
cant precipitation at both cloud base and the surface in
all S12 simulations.

[23] The inversion height zi (computed as the height
where the mean RH first decreases to 50%; also a good
proxy for the mean stratocumulus top) varies by more
than 200 m across the runs; those with higher cloud top
also tend to have higher cloud base.

[24] In steady state, the entrainment rate must bal-
ance the subsidence rate at the inversion height. All
runs but P2S, P2SFT, and dCMIP3 have the same sub-
sidence profile, and the tabulated entrainment rate is
proportional to the inversion height. The P2S and
P2SFT runs have weaker subsidence at a given height;
thus, P2SFT has a 12% weaker entrainment rate than
P2 but has nearly the same inversion height.

[25] The sensible heat fluxes vary from 0 to 7 W m22

across the runs, corresponding to an air-sea tempera-
ture difference of 0–1 K between runs. These fluxes are
small but do affect the heat budget and surface buoy-
ancy flux in some of the runs. The latent heat fluxes
vary by 25% across the runs.
5.2.1. Measures of Inversion Stability

[26] Figure 3 shows the jumps (denoted by D) of the
liquid static energy and total water mixing ratio in
selected runs for S12 and the other CGILS locations,
measured as differences in the 8 to 10 day mean profiles
between 50 m above and below the inversion (200 m for
S6, where the inversion is less sharp). At all three loca-
tions, the inversion sl jumps are similar in all plotted
cases, except for a slight increase in the FT cases in
which EIS is increased by approximately 2 K. Even in
those cases, the inversion jump changes less than the
EIS because it is buffered by lowering of the inversion
height. The inversion qt jumps show expected trends.
The humidity jump increases in dRH compared to the
control because a drier free troposphere is specified.
Simulations with a warmer SST (P2, P2S, and dCMIP3)
have a correspondingly higher absolute humidity in the
moist boundary layer, following Clausius-Clapeyron
scaling. The overlying humidity in the dry free tropo-
sphere increases by a similar proportion, but the
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corresponding absolute humidity increase is much
smaller than in the boundary layer, strengthening the
humidity jump. For S12, the increase is smaller in the
P2S case because the reduced subsidence also feeds
back to increase entrainment and dry out the boundary
layer. In the S11 and S6 cases, the deeper boundary
layer in the P2S case compared to P2 also promotes
more decoupling and a larger decrease of humidity
between the near-surface layer and the inversion base.
This further reduces the humidity jump compared to
the P2 case.

[27] The dashed contours in Figure 3 show the moist
inversion stability ratio

j511
cpDhl

LDqt

: (1)

[28] Because of the strong S12 inversion temperature
jump, j is only 0.25 in CTL, rising to 0.31 in dRH and
0.35 in P2. This barely exceeds the buoyancy reversal
threshold j � 0:23 suggested by some theories [Randall,
1980; Deardorff, 1980] and LES modeling [Lock, 2009]
to mark the bottom end of a range of j over which stra-
tocumulus cloud cover gradually breaks up via evapo-
rative generation of turbulent entrainment. Indeed, the
simulated cloud fraction is 100% in all S12 cases. If the
control case had a higher j, the cloud fraction might
respond more strongly to the inevitable increase in j
associated with a P2-type warming, in which the sl jump

Figure 3. Jumps in the mean profiles of sl=cp and qt

for selected simulations at the three CGILS locations.
Dashed lines are contours of the moist inversion stabil-
ity parameter j. For S11 and S12, jumps are based on
the 8 to 10 day mean differences from 50 m above
minus below the inversion, and for S6, jumps are based
on the 10 to 20 day mean differences from 200 m above
minus below the inversion.

Table 3. Summary of Steady-State S12 Resultsa

S12 Run zi (m) zb (m) LCL (m)
we

(m s21)
SHF

(W m22)
LHF

(W m22)
DR

(W m22)
Db

(m s22)
LWP

(g m22)
SWCRE
(W m22)

CTL 755 526 516 4.1 3.7 83 43 0.34 49 2152
CTLD 747 523 511 4.0 3.9 82 42 0.33 47 2123
4CO2 679 477 469 3.6 4.4 77 38 0.32 36 2133
dWS 696 487 482 3.8 6.8 77 42 0.33 39 2138
dRH 751 545 538 4.1 5.8 90 46 0.34 38 2137
P2 742 531 522 4.0 3.6 93 41 0.33 42 2139
P2D 736 531 520 4.0 3.5 92 40 0.33 40 2111
P2S 894 640 608 4.3 20.3 97 39 0.34 63 2164
P2SFT 729 479 463 3.5 2.0 72 37 0.36 62 2164
dCMIP3 740 536 526 3.8 3.3 94 38 0.34 39 2134

aBased on mean over days 8–10. All simulations have no surface precipitation and 99%–100% cloud fraction. Here zi is the inversion height
(defined as the lowest height at which horizontal-mean RH drops below 50%), zb is the cloud-base height (defined as the lowest level at which
the fractional cloud cover exceeds half of its maximum value), LCL is the horizontal-mean lifted condensation level of air 100 m above the sur-
face, we is the entrainment rate (calculated as the difference of the zi tendency and the collocated subsidence rate), SHF and LHF are the surface
sensible and latent heat fluxes, DR is the net radiative flux divergence between the surface and 50 m above zi, Db is the inversion buoyancy jump
measured from 50 m below to 50 m above zi, and LWP is the liquid water path.

Figure 2. Steady-state profiles of sl=cp, qt, ql, and w0w0

for S12 control and sensitivity simulations.
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remains quasi-constant, while the inversion humidity
jump increases due to Clausius-Clapeyron scaling.

[29] The inversion buoyancy jump Db5gDsv=sv0,
where sv5cpT 110:61qv2qlð Þ1gz is the virtual static
energy including liquid water loading, is given in Table
3. It is principally driven by Dhl , but humidity effects
influence the response of Db to some of the imposed
perturbations, such as the small reduction of Db
between CTL and P2.

[30] As discussed by Wood and Bretherton [2006], EIS
is a refinement of LTS, which assumes the LTS is com-
posed of an inversion jump (the EIS) and moist-adia-
batic temperature stratification between a nominal LCL
and 700 hPa. Both EIS and LTS are good predictors of
the seasonal and geographical variability of subtropical
low cloud cover; Wood and Bretherton [2006] showed
EIS is a better predictor over the midlatitude oceans,
where the free troposphere is cooler than in the tropics.
They argued that EIS may be a more useful predictor
for a warmer or cooler climate because it accounts for
the expected static stability increase in a warmer free
troposphere, while LTS does not. Indeed, Webb et al.
[2012] documented that CMIP3 GCMs robustly simu-
late increases in LTS in a doubled-CO2 climate over the
entire low-latitude oceans ranging from 0.6 K over the
ITCZ to 1 K over the subtropical stratocumulus
regions, while corresponding increases in EIS are
approximately 0.5 K smaller.

[31] Figure 4 shows this same behavior in our ideal-
ized climate perturbations at S12 and the other CGILS
locations. The warm-climate (P2) simulations have a
negligible change in inversion strength Dsl and in EIS
change but a significant LTS increase compared to the
control. This supports the use of EIS rather than LTS
as a proxy for inversion stability in a warmed climate.

[32] Other climate perturbations with the control tem-
perature profile and SST (dWS and dRH) behave like
CTL; the P2S (warm, reduced subsidence) case behaves
like P2, the P2FT simulations show a 2 K increase in
LTS and a 2.3 K increase in EIS compared to P2K, and
the CMIP3 composite case, which is constructed to
have an EIS increase of 0.5 K compared to the control,
has an much larger LTS increase of 1.4–1.5 K.
5.2.2. Sensitivity of SWCRE and zi

[33] Figure 5a shows the SWCRE and zi across the
runs. Each color corresponds to a different added pro-
cess. This is like Blossey et al. [2013, Fig. 8] except with
many more processes and only one LES. The dWS,
dRH, 4CO2, and P2 runs are anchored off the control
run. The P2S run is differenced with P2 to show the
effect of reduced subsidence. The P2SFT run is differ-
enced with P2S to show the effect of increased EIS. We
see that subsidence and EIS are the biggest drivers of zi

changes, but that increases in the humidity gradient
between the sea surface and the free troposphere (dRH
and P2) can help drive cloud thinning (weaker
SWCRE).

[34] In Figure 5b, the changes due to each process
have been rescaled by the CMIP3 multimodel mean esti-
mate for CO2 doubling given in Table 1. Assuming line-
arity, the cumulative effect of all perturbations is to

move from the control (black circle) state, sequentially
adding the scaled effects of SST increase, subsidence
decrease, EIS increase, CO2 doubling, decreased wind
speed, and decreased free-tropospheric RH, to arrive at
the orange circle, at which SWCRE is 20 W m22 weaker
and the inversion is 25 m lower than for the control. The
increased absolute humidity gradient (due mainly to the
Clausius-Clapeyron effects of the P2 warming at fixed
RH, with a minor additional contribution from the slight
RH decrease) is seen to be the most important driver of
the cloud radiative response, and the CO2 increase is also
a substantial contributor. The subsidence decrease is its
most important counterbalance. The small inversion
height decrease results from a balance between increases
in CO2 and EIS, which shallow the inversion, and
reduced subsidence, which deepens it.

[35] The red square labeled dCMIP3 in Figure 5b
shows the steady state reached by the LES with the
combined CMIP3 forcing perturbations added to the
control case. The distance on the plot between the red
square and the orange circle is a test of the linearity of
the cloud- and boundary-layer depth responses to the
full CMIP3 set of forcings. Since this distance is much
smaller than between the red square and the control
case, we conclude the linearity assumption is reasonable
for S12, even though some of the individual perturba-
tions were much larger than their dCMIP3 analogues.

5.3. Comparison of LES With MLM

[36] We compare our LES results to the MLM
described in section 4. Since the LES gives a well-mixed
boundary layer, we might hope that a MLM will exhibit
similar cloud responses for the S12 cases. This is not
guaranteed because the MLM response depends on its
entrainment closure, whose sensitivities may not be the
same as the LES, and because even subtle perturbations
from well-mixedness can affect cloud thickness. Cald-
well and Bretherton [2009] compared the MLM cloud
response to analogous perturbations in a fairly similar
stratocumulus regime using two rather different
entrainment closures and found that it was not highly

Figure 4. EIS and LTS for selected simulations at the
three CGILS locations.
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sensitive to which closure was selected. Uchida et al.
[2010] showed that the sensitivity of the SAM LES to
perturbations in cloud-droplet number concentration
was well predicted by a MLM very similar to the one
used in this study, as long as two adjustable parameters
governing the sensitivity of the entrainment closure to
evaporative enhancement and droplet sedimentation
were appropriately chosen. Both of these studies lend
hope that the MLM and LES responses will be
comparable.

[37] Figure 6 shows the steady-state thermodynamic
profiles from the MLM for the S12 cases, emphasizing
their similarity to the LES profiles shown in Figure 2.
The radiatively driven enhancement in stratification of
sl=cp above the inversion is evident in Figure 6a, and
the moist-adiabatic MLM ql profiles in Figure 6c look
remarkably like their LES counterparts. Table 4 com-
pares the inversion height, LWP, and SWCRE
responses for the two models. Figure 7 shows the MLM
inversion height and SWCRE sensitivities of the MLM
for comparison with its LES counterpart (Figure 5a).

[38] The control states are quite similar, and the sensi-
tivities to all the perturbations have the same sign, and
in most cases a similar magnitude, for the LES as for
the MLM. The important implication is the LES cloud
response to the climate perturbations tested for S12
should largely be explainable using mixed-layer
mechanisms.

[39] The most notable quantitative discrepancy is for
the P2S case, in which the LWP increase is twice as
large for the MLM as for the LES; in the P2SFT case

the LWP of the MLM cloud also increases 50% more
than in the LES. This reflects a very slight decoupling
of the LES-simulated boundary layer in these cases.
From Table 3, the mean cloud base is 5–10 m higher
than the mean LCL at 100 m altitude, except for the
P2S and P2SFT cases, for which this difference rises to
30 and 15 m, respectively. This difference is indicative
of a slight drying of the boundary layer with height not
included in the mixed-layer approximation and corre-
sponds to a decrease of LES cloud thickness and LWP
compared to the MLM prediction. Thus, even in this
most ideal of well-mixed boundary-layer regimes, the
cloud response of an LES to some forcing perturbations
can deviate quantitatively from the mixed-layer
behavior.

[40] By varying a2, the MLM can be tuned to produce
a range of steady-state LWPs and inversion heights for
the S12 control case, as shown in Figure 8. The choice
a2560 used for this paper approximately matches
SAMA, and the range a2 5 30–120 spans the range of
LWP produced by the CGILS LES models in Blossey
et al. [2013]. Figure 8 also shows that the warming
response, as measured by the P2-CTL difference in
inversion height, SWCRE, and LWP, is rather insensi-
tive to a2, suggesting that the MLM sensitivities to cli-
mate perturbations do not strongly depend on the
details of our entrainment closure.

5.4. Discussion of Sensitivities to Different Processes

[41] This section develops a mechanistic understand-
ing of the responses of boundary-layer depth and cloud

Figure 5. (a) Scatterplot of steady-state SWCRE and zi for the LES control and sensitivity runs. Each sensitivity
run is linked by a line segment to a run from which it is perturbed. Circles indicate diurnally averaged runs; squares
indicate runs including a diurnal cycle. (b) As in Figure 5a but with perturbations sequentially added to the control
run scaled to match their CMIP3 multimodel mean estimates from Table 1. The difference between the orange
RH-1.5% circle and the black CTL circle shows the cumulative effect of all perturbations, assuming linear
response. The red square shows the steady state of the dCMIP3 run, in which all forcing perturbations have been
added to the LES. The difference between the red square and the orange circle is a measure of the nonlinearity of
the cloud response to the CMIP3 23 CO2 combined climate perturbation.
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thickness to the climate-change-relevant perturbations
probed by the different sensitivity studies. Figure 9
presents a brief synthesis of our findings.
5.4.1. CO2 Quadrupling

[42] In experiment 4CO2, the concentration of CO2 is
quadrupled from the control simulation. The horizontal
temperature advection in the free troposphere is modi-
fied to maintain a steady-state radiation-advection bal-
ance that keeps the above-inversion reference
temperature profile similar to the control simulation.
The increased CO2 adds about 10 W m22 to the
downwelling longwave radiation at the inversion, which
reduces the radiative cooling and turbulence levels of
the stratocumulus-topped mixed layer both in the LES
and in the MLM. This decreases the entrainment rate,
leading to a gradual lowering of the inversion and a
thinning of the cloud layer (Table 4). A schematic of
this mechanism is shown in Figure 9a. Section 5.4.4
includes a more detailed MLM analysis of how the
cloud thickness and turbulence generation respond to a
change in downwelling radiation. A satellite-based
study of the effects of overlying cirrus on stratocumulus
cloud layers (Christensen et al. [2013]) provides observa-
tional support for this mechanism. They found that
under optically thick cirrus, which increase downwelling

longwave radiation, stratocumulus cloud cover, inver-
sion height, and precipitation all decrease.

[43] Wyant et al. [2012] examined the response of low-
latitude marine boundary-layer cloud to CO2 quadru-
pling with fixed SST in a superparameterized global cli-
mate model. They found that although the inversion
dropped, the simulated boundary-layer cloud thickness
and albedo did not significantly decrease as predicted
by the mechanism in Figure 9a. We speculate that the
main reason for this difference is that their simulations
did not have as strong an inversion as ours. The cloud-
resolving model used in their superparameterized cli-
mate model also employed a coarser vertical grid sus-
ceptible to artificial numerical overentrainment. Hence,
their simulations developed a much smaller cloud frac-
tion which does not radiatively respond as strongly to
the CO2 quadrupling as would a solid cloud layer.
5.4.2. Reduced Wind Speed

[44] Sensitivity study dWS shows the effect of a 10%
reduction in the imposed wind speed at all heights. This
reduces the surface latent heat flux (LHF). The

Figure 6. Steady-state profiles of sl=cp, qt, and ql for MLM control and sensitivity simulations, for comparison
with Figure 2.

Figure 7. As in Figure 5a, but for MLM.

Figure 8. Sensitivity of MLM-simulated S12 steady-
state SWCRE and zi to evaporative enhancement pa-
rameter a2 in the entrainment closure for CTL (circles)
and P2 (squares). The numbers by each symbol show
the corresponding LWPs in g m22. Green filled symbols
show the SAMA LES results for comparison.
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boundary layer also cools slightly, such that the sensi-
ble heat flux (SHF) actually increases. Webb and
Lock [2012] found the opposite result in their full-
GCM simulation, perhaps due to compensating
effects from other regional forcing changes). The
reduced LHF must be balanced by reduced entrain-
ment drying; indeed steady-state entrainment is
reduced 7% and the inversion drops 58 m. As the
inversion drops, the cloud thins. The reduced surface
driving of turbulence in dWS has a similar effect as
the reduced radiative driving of turbulence in 4CO2,
as indicated in Figure 9a, acting mainly on the slow
adjustment timescale of the inversion height.

[45] In dWS the profiles of horizontal advection of
temperature and humidity are unchanged from the con-
trol case. If horizontal SST gradients and boundary-
layer temperature and moisture gradients remained
fixed, a wind speed reduction would cause horizontal
cold and dry advection to decrease within the boundary

layer. That would further reduce boundary-layer turbu-
lence and might amplify the cloud thinning.
5.4.3. Free-Tropospheric RH Decrease

[46] In many climate models, there is a slight free-tro-
pospheric decrease in mean RH in the subtropical subsi-
dence regions in a CO2-warmed climate. Experiment
dRH assesses the possible consequences of this effect on
boundary-layer stratocumulus, by reducing the free-tro-
pospheric RH from 30% to 25% in the S12 control sim-
ulation. In both the LES and the MLM, the steady-
state response is a significant (10%) cloud thinning asso-
ciated with a rise of cloud base and much less change of
cloud top (see Tables 1 and 2). The entrainment rate is
unchanged, but entrainment drying increases.

[47] The drier boundary layer in dRH also has a
nearly 10% larger LHF and a slightly larger SHF. The
increased surface fluxes drive stronger subcloud turbu-
lent buoyancy production. The larger LHF also helps
drive larger in-cloud buoyancy fluxes compared to CTL

Figure 9. Schematic description of response of a stratocumulus-capped boundary layer to several forcing pertur-
bations that might accompany global warming: (a) changed driving of turbulence due to less radiative cooling (43
CO2) or lower wind speed, (b) changed humidity gradient between the sea surface and the free troposphere, due to
tropics-wide surface warming and constant free-tropospheric RH, or due to reduced free-tropospheric RH, (c) sub-
sidence decrease, and (d) increased inversion strength.

Table 4. Comparison of Steady-State S12 MLM and LES Resultsa

S12 Run

zi (m) LWP (g m22) SWCRE (W m22)

MLM LES MLM LES MLM LES
CTL 760 754 47 49 2147 2152

D D D

4CO2 258 276 210 213 14 19
dRH 5 24 212 211 15 14
dWS 247 254 214 210 20 14
P2RAD0 216 23 4
P2 2 212 25 27 9 12
P2S 133 139 29 14 225 213
P2SFT 224 225 20 13 218 212
dCMIP3 215 28 18

aBased on mean over days 8–10. Except for CTL, values are differences of each simulation from CTL.
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[Bretherton and Wyant, 1997]. In combination, these
allow a 10% thinner cloud in dRH to support as much
turbulence as in the control case. A schematic of this
mechanism is shown in Figure 9b. It is fundamentally
driven by an increased humidity difference between dry
free-tropospheric air and saturated air at the SST.

[48] The drier free troposphere is also less emissive, so
the net radiative cooling of the boundary layer slightly
increases. This extra cooling is not compensated by
more entrainment warming but instead lowers the
boundary-layer temperature and slightly increases sen-
sible heat fluxes.
5.4.4. Tropics-Wide 2 K SST Increase

[49] Blossey et al. [2013] compared the S12 response
of several LESs to a 2 K warming of both local and
ITCZ SST with unchanged subsidence (P2) and
strongly reduced subsidence (P2S). Here we review and
further analyze the SAMA simulations and use the
MLM to gain further insight into their behavior.
5.4.4.1. Unchanged Subsidence (P2)

[50] With unchanged subsidence, SAMA and the
MLM simulate a reduction in cloud thickness and LWP
with little change in inversion height or entrainment
rate. This sensitivity is important because it is a strong
contributor to the overall dCMIP3 change in cloud
properties, but it proves subtle to fully understand.

[51] We attribute the cloud thinning in P2 to a combi-
nation of reduced radiative driving of turbulence and
Clausius-Clapeyron driven effects of the larger absolute
humidity jump across the inversion. The warmer P2
free troposphere contains more water vapor, hence is
somewhat more emissive. For S12, this reduces the net
radiative cooling of the cloud-topped boundary layer
by approximately 2 W m22, or 5%, compared to the
control (Table 3). The absolute humidity in the bound-
ary layer increases rapidly as it warms, while the abso-
lute humidity of the free troposphere increases much
less, inducing a 12% increase in the inversion humidity
jump (Figure 3).

[52] We can use the MLM to separate these effects
and analyze their consequence for the cloud-topped
boundary layer. To this end, we construct an intermedi-
ate case RAD0 with only the radiative driving reduced
to match P2. This is done by inserting an elevated free-
tropospheric moist layer into the control case that arti-
ficially increases the downwelling radiation on the
boundary-layer top in the control case by 2 W m22. Ta-
ble 4 compares the equilibrium LWP and equilibrium
inversion height of RAD0 and P2 to the control case.
All three simulations have the same mean subsidence
profile, so changes in equilibrium inversion height
between these simulations are a proxy for changes in
entrainment rate. RAD0 has a slightly lower inversion
than CTL and P2, and its LWP reduction from CTL is
half that of P2. We conclude that the reduced radiative
driving and the thermodynamic (nonradiative) effects
of warming contribute comparably to the cloud thin-
ning in P2.

[53] The changes in LWP and inversion height from
CTL to RAD0 are approximately 25% as large as for
4CO2. This is expected because quadrupling CO2

increases downwelling longwave radiation at a fixed ref-
erence inversion height by approximately four times as
much as imposed in RAD0.

5.4.4.2. P2 Cloud Thinning, Entrainment, and Buoyancy
Flux Profiles

[54] Both the radiative and thermodynamic effects
work in part by changing the entrainment rate because
there are strong feedbacks between entrainment rate and
cloud thickness, mediated by buoyancy production of
boundary-layer turbulence [Zhu et al., 2005]. The result
is a boundary layer in which the cloud-thinning tendency
due to entrainment warming and drying is in approxi-
mate balance with the cloud thickening tendency driven
by other forcings such as radiation, surface fluxes, and
horizontal advection. The interplay between perturba-
tions of forcings, buoyancy production of turbulence,
entrainment and cloud thickness can usefully be explored
within the simplicity of the MLM. The MLM entrain-
ment closure is [Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009]

we5Ahw0b0 i=Db; (2)

where A is a nondimensional entrainment efficiency
that depends on thermodynamic jumps and liquid water
content at the inversion, Db is the inversion buoyancy
jump, w0b0 zð Þ is the horizontally averaged turbulent
buoyancy flux, and angle brackets denote a vertical av-
erage over the boundary-layer depth. We find that
changes in A only play a minor role in explaining differ-
ences between the three cases, so that Db and the
boundary-layer average buoyancy flux hw0b0 i are the
main controls on entrainment.

[55] Figure 10 compares the MLM equilibrium buoy-
ancy flux profiles and gives hw0b0 i for the CTL, RAD0,
and P2 cases. The buoyancy flux profiles are all very
similar below cloud base; differences in hw0b0 i between
the cases are mainly due to the cloud layer, where there
is an additional contribution to the buoyancy flux pro-
portional to the upward liquid water flux. Either a thin-
ning of the cloud layer or a decrease in w0b0 within the
cloud layer will produce lower hw0b0 i. Comparing
RAD0 to CTL, both effects are evident in response to
the reduced cloud-top radiative cooling, but the cloud
thinning is more important in reducing hw0b0 i by 1%.
Comparing P2 to RAD0, the in-cloud w0b0 increases,
but further thinning of the cloud layer more than com-
pensates to reduce hw0b0 i by 1% more. In both cases,
boundary-layer average turbulence generation is
reduced mainly through cloud thinning.
5.4.4.3. Thermodynamic Cloud-Thinning
Mechanisms in P2

[56] The comparison of P2 to RAD0 isolates the ther-
modynamic effects of the 2 K warming of the profile,
with no change in radiative driving. As noted above,
due to Clausius-Clapeyron scaling the P2 case has a
larger inversion humidity jump than CTL and RAD0
(Figure 6). This helps thin the cloud in two ways. First,
the ‘‘virtual’’ effect of this humidity jump on air density
contributes to a 1–2% reduction of the inversion buoy-
ancy jump Db in P2 compared to RAD0. Hence, P2
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recovers to the same entrainment rate as CTL, which is
larger than for RAD0. This increases entrainment dry-
ing and warming compared to RAD0, which helps thin
the cloud and also counteracts more of the cloud-top
radiative cooling, reducing turbulence generation
hw0b0 i.

[57] A second cloud-thinning mechanism is associated
with the slight increase of buoyancy flux averaged
across the cloud layer in P2 compared to RAD0 that
can be seen in Figure 10. This allows a given vertically
integrated buoyancy production of turbulence to be
accomplished by a thinner cloud layer. Specifically,
assuming no change in subcloud buoyancy flux, w0b0 in
the cloud layer can be tied to a scaled cloud-base latent
heat flux which increases in P2 due to the larger humid-
ity difference between the sea surface and the free tro-
posphere in a warmer climate. Following Bretherton
and Wyant [1997, equation (9)],

w0b0 z1
b

� �
5bw0b0 z2

b

� �
1

gr
sv0

Lw0qt
0 ; (3)

where z1
b is a height just above the cloud base, z2

b is a
height just below the cloud base, sv0 is a reference value
of boundary-layer virtual static energy, and

r5bl2� � 0:35 (4)

is a nondimensional temperature-dependent thermody-
namic coefficient defined by Bretherton and Wyant
[1997]. Here �5cpT=L, l5120:608�, and
b5 121:608�ð Þ= 11 L=cp

� �
@qs=@T

� �
, where qs p;Tð Þ is

the saturation water vapor mixing ratio.
[58] The first term on the right-hand side of equation

(3), proportional to the subcloud buoyancy flux, is
nearly identical in the three runs. Differences between
the simulated w0b0 above cloud base derive from the sec-
ond term, which is a scaled cloud-base latent heat flux.
As predicted by Clausius-Clapeyron scaling, P2 has a
12% latent heat flux increase in the cloud layer com-
pared to RAD0 or CTL (similar to the P2-CTL

increases in humidity jump in Figure 3 and in the sur-
face latent heat flux from Table 3). This is partly com-
pensated by a decrease of 4% K21 in r, yielding a 3%
cloud-layer mean buoyancy flux increase from RAD0
to P2.

[59] The two mechanisms described above, resulting
from the larger vertical humidity gradient resulting
from Clausius-Clapeyron scaling in a warmer climate,
allows a thinner cloud layer to drive a given entrain-
ment rate through an inversion with a given tempera-
ture jump. That is, the humidity gradient mechanism
for stratocumulus cloud response shown in Figure 9b
for the dRH case also applies to the differences between
P2 and RAD0 and explains the thermodynamically
driven half of the LWP decrease between CTL and P2.

5.4.4.4. Reduced Subsidence (P2S)
[60] With reduced subsidence, the cloud-top and -

base rise and the cloud thickness and LWP increase, in
both SAMA and the MLM. This is consistent with the
subsidence-lapse-rate mechanism discussed by Caldwell
and Bretherton [2009]. Reduced subsidence thickens the
cloud relative to the P2 case because of the cloud-top
rise; as the cloud thickens it entrains slightly more,
which adds to the cloud-top rise and also lifts cloud
base. A steady state is achieved once subsidence and
entrainment balance. A schematic of this mechanism is
shown in Figure 9c. Myers and Norris [2013] find obser-
vational support for enhanced low-latitude boundary-
layer cloud cover under reduced subsidence after con-
trolling for EIS, based on several data sets, lending fur-
ther plausibility to this mechanism.
5.4.4.5. Decoupling in P2 and P2S

[61] Bretherton and Wyant [1997] performed a MLM
analysis of the conditions that would favor persistent
decoupling of a stratocumulus-capped mixed layer.
Their analysis suggests that decoupling is favored by
smaller values of the ratio of boundary-layer radiative
flux divergence DR to r � LHF and by a larger ratio of
the LCL to the inversion height (a nondimensional
measure of well-mixed stratocumulus thickness).

[62] In a warmer climate, we have argued that LHF
increases faster than the thermodynamic coefficient r
decreases, and DR slightly decreases. Together, these
factors favor decoupling. However, in P2 they are coun-
teracted by the slight thinning of the cloud layer, which
favors well-mixedness. Hence, P2, like CTL, remains
well mixed as measured by its small (10 m) mean differ-
ence between the LCL and stratocumulus cloud base.
This can also be seen in the MLM buoyancy flux pro-
files for CTL and P2 in Figure 10, which show a posi-
tive buoyancy flux minimum below cloud base
(consistent with a well-mixed boundary layer) in both
cases. Run P2S, on the other hand, develops a slight (32
m) difference between the LCL and the mean cloud
base, an indicator of nascent decoupling also visible in
the flattening of the maximum in its vertical velocity
variance profile shown in Figure 2d. The thicker cloud
layer induced by the inversion deepening in P2S favors
decoupling, reinforcing the thermodynamic effects of
the warming.

Figure 10. Steady-state MLM profiles of w0b0 for S12
control, RAD0, and P2 simulations. The number in the
legend for each case is the vertically averaged buoyancy
flux hw0b0 i.
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5.4.5. Response to EIS Increase
[63] In experiment P2SFT, the free troposphere is

warmed and subsidence is reduced as in P2S, but local
SST is not increased. Hence, the inversion strengthens
and shallows compared to P2S, while entrainment is
reduced. The reduced entrainment drying drops the
steady-state cloud base, leaving the cloud thickness
almost unchanged, and reduces decoupling as measured
by the cloud base-LCL difference. A schematic of this
mechanism is shown in Figure 9d. This is different than
the observed climatology in the subtropical marine stra-
tocumulus regimes, perhaps due to episodes of broken
cloud, clearing, or nonmixed-layer behavior whose fre-
quency is correlated with EIS, effects not included in
the S12 case setup. Combining Klein and Hartmann
[1993, Figures 1 and 2], with Wood and Bretherton
[2006, Figure 6b], our observational estimate is that
SWCRE increases by 5 W m22 for every 1 K EIS
increase over the subtropical and midlatitude oceans.

5.5. Synthesis of Responses

[64] Of the four types of stratocumulus response
shown in Figure 9, our simulations suggest that subsi-
dence reduction thickens a well-mixed Sc layer, an EIS
increase has little impact on well-mixed Sc thickness,
while reduced radiative or surface driving of turbulence
and increased humidity gradients thin the cloud in a
CO2-warmed climate. Since there are several offsetting
cloud response mechanisms, all involving turbulent
processes not resolved in climate models, it is not sur-
prising that low cloud feedbacks are a challenging prob-
lem for climate models, even in the conceptually
simplest case of a well-mixed stratocumulus layer.

6. Cumulus Under Stratocumulus (S11)

[65] As for S12, each S11 simulation approaches a
quasi-steady state which we characterize using the 8 to
10 day average, whose key statistics are summarized in
Table 5. Blossey et al. [2013, Figure 10] shows LES
time-height sections of cloud cover for the S11 control
case including the SAMA LES used here.

[66] Figure 11 shows thermodynamic and vertical ve-
locity variance profiles for these steady states. All simula-
tions develop a decoupled cumulus-under-stratocumulus
boundary layer, in which the mean cloud base signifi-
cantly exceeds the mean LCL of near-surface air, the
profiles of sl=cp and qt show double-mixed-layer struc-

ture with gradients concentrated just above the LCL,
and there is a cumuliform cloud layer with cloud fraction
less than 10% between the LCL and the stratocumulus
cloud base. Precipitation at both cloud base and the sur-
face is insignificant in all S11 simulations, like for S12.

6.1. S11 Sensitivities

[67] The S11 inversion height and SWCRE responses
to the specified climate perturbations are shown in Fig-
ure 12a, and the CMIP3-scaled responses are shown in
Figure 12b. They are mostly qualitatively similar to
those at S12, but there are substantial quantitative dif-
ferences. CO2 quadrupling causes the inversion to shal-
low 7% (similar to S12) and the SWCRE to decrease
5% (less than half as much as for S12). A 5% free-tropo-
spheric RH decrease causes a 2% decrease in SWCRE,
also much less than for S12, and a 3% increase in
entrainment rate and inversion height not seen in S12.
Uniform 2 K warming thins the cloud and decreases
SWCRE by 7% with little change in entrainment rate,
similar to S12. The added reduction of subsidence deep-
ens the inversion by 10% and thickens the cloud layer,
counteracting most of this SWCRE decrease; both of
these changes are somewhat smaller than for S12.
Lastly, the EIS increase causes a 15% drop in inversion
height (similar to S12) and a 5% increase in SWCRE
(not seen in S12).

[68] Scaling the perturbations to their CMIP3 multi-
model estimates, the net result is similar to S12, a
roughly 7% reduction in SWCRE due to cloud thin-
ning, without much inversion height change. That is,
for the CGILS decoupled Sc case, like for the well-
mixed Sc case, our LES simulations suggest substantial
positive subtropical cloud feedbacks to greenhouse
warming. Again, this result involves several partly
counteracting processes, but the decisive process is the
overall warming of the atmospheric profile and SST.
The red square in Figure 12b showing the dCMIP3
combined-forcing-perturbation run shows 5 W m22

stronger reduction in SWCRE than predicted by linear
forcing superposition (the orange circle). Thus, the line-
arity assumption is qualitatively correct, but quantita-
tively, we cannot neglect nonlinearity due to
superposition of multiple perturbations or rescaling of
large perturbations into smaller ones. Indeed, the
dCMIP3 simulations at S11 and S12 both show a
roughly 10% relative reduction in SWCRE compared to

Table 5. Steady-State S11 Resultsa

S11 Run zi (m) zb (m) LCL (m) we (m s21)
SHF

(W m22)
LHF

(W m22)
DR

(W m22)
Db

(m s22)
LWP

(g m22)
SWCRE
(W m22)

CTL 1451 1183 701 4.74 4 97 33 0.32 64 2168
4CO2 1350 1093 705 4.43 3 96 29 0.31 59 2161
dRH 1495 1237 771 4.86 4 105 35 0.33 59 2164
dWS 1415 1145 756 4.60 4 95 32 0.32 66 2170
P2 1445 1191 714 4.71 3 109 32 0.31 57 2158
P2S 1587 1327 675 4.58 4 105 30 0.32 62 2164
P2SFT 1353 1074 620 4.00 4 87 29 0.34 70 2172
dCMIP3 1428 1185 725 4.40 3 111 29 0.31 53 2152

aBased on mean over days 8–10. All simulations have no surface precipitation and 100% cloud fraction.
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the control case, but the linearity assumption predicts
twice as strong a SWCRE response at S12 as at S11.

[69] While a MLM cannot help us interpret this pro-
cess for a decoupled boundary layer, we speculate that
the mechanism can still be understood as a consequence
of an enhanced humidity gradient between the sea sur-
face and the free troposphere, following Figure 9b,
which allows a given radiatively controlled level of tur-
bulent entrainment be accomplished by a thinner strato-
cumulus cloud layer, now possibly with the help of
additional penetrative entrainment from cumulus
updrafts [Wyant et al., 1997].

[70] More generally, the physical mechanisms in Fig-
ure 9 are relevant to S11, not just S12, despite the
decoupled character of the boundary layer in S11. That
is because entrainment is still the key process that gov-
erns the boundary-layer structure, and stratocumulus
entrainment is tightly interlocked with the characteris-
tics of the stratocumulus layer, such as thickness, buoy-
ancy flux, inversion jumps, and radiative cooling. These
characteristics thus should respond similarly to forcing
perturbations whether or not the cloud layer is
decoupled from the surface.

6.2. S11 Inversion Jumps and Decoupling

[71] The S11 cases have a deeper inversion, higher
SST and smaller EIS than their S12 analogues. How-
ever, because of their decoupled structure, the S11 pro-
files have inversion hl jumps that are comparable to
those for S12, and qt jumps and values of moist stability
parameter j < 0:2 that are smaller than S12 (see Figure
3), consistent with the corresponding simulated cloud
fractions of nearly 100% according to Lock [2009].

[72] For similar reasons to S12, one might hypothe-
size that the warm-climate run P2 would have a more
decoupled structure than the control run, but as with
S12, this is not the case. From Table 5, the difference
between the mean stratocumulus cloud base and the
LCL is 482 m for CTL and 477 m for P2 (the LCL,
inversion height, and entrainment rate also stay nearly
the same). That is, in S11, as in S12 (section 5.4.4),
warming without change in EIS or subsidence has
remarkably little effect on the vertical structure of the
boundary layer, except to slightly thin the stratocumu-
lus. In the reduced subsidence case P2S, the inversion
and stratocumulus base both rise 140 m but the LCL
goes down 40 m compared to P2, indicating this deeper
boundary layer supports more decoupling, like in S12.
We do not have a simple theory to quantitatively pre-
dict changes in the vertical structure of a decoupled, cu-
mulus-under-stratocumulus boundary layer. However,

Figure 11. Steady-state profiles of sl=cp, qt, ql, and
w0w0 for S11 control and sensitivity simulations.

Figure 12. As in Figure 5, but for S11.
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Jones et al. [2011] found that the cloud-layer depth
between the inversion and the subcloud LCL is a skillful
predictor of observed decoupling in southeast Pacific
stratocumulus, consistent with our S11 CTL, P2, and
P2S cases.

7. Shallow Cumulus (S6)

[73] Figure 13 shows the time-height sections of
hourly mean cloud fraction for the S6 control simula-
tion and one sensitivity simulation, N25, in which a
reduced cloud-droplet concentration of 25 cm23 is
specified in place of the control value of 100 cm23.
These simulations are run for 20 days because they are
computationally much less expensive that the S11 and
S12 simulations due to the larger grid spacing. As for
S11 and S12, each S6 simulation approaches a quasi-
steady state within about 10 days. At the beginning of
the simulations, a cumulus-under-stratocumulus
boundary-layer structure forms and the inversion deep-
ens until the stratocumulus dissipate and a cumulus
boundary layer develops, with a drop in inversion
height. The control and the sensitivity simulations all
develop a steady-state inversion height of 2500–2700 m,
except for the N25 simulations, which have a substan-
tially lower inversion height of 2000–2200 m which we
explain in section 7.2.

[74] Figure 13a shows that in addition to the typical
maximum in cloud fraction at the cumulus cloud base,
there is also a secondary maximum in cloud fraction at
a height of 1500 m in the control run. This also appears
in other simulations with Nd 5 100 cm23, but not in the
Nd 5 25 cm23 case, which has a shallower cumulus
layer. Blossey et al. [2013] find that other LESs produce
a range of vertical structures of cloud fraction and con-
densate, which suggests that this feature is sensitive to
the choice of LES microphysical parameterization.

[75] The small domain size can support only one or
two cumulus clouds at a time, leading to high-frequency
variation of the horizontal-mean cloud fraction visible
in the hourly average values plotted in Figure 13. To
get statistics sufficiently robust to allow small steady-
state time-mean cloudiness differences between runs to
be reliably calculated, we average across all times
between 10 and 20 days. In the control run, the daily
standard deviation of SWCRE from its 10 to 20 day
mean is 3 W m22, implying an uncertainty of the 10 to
20 day mean SWCRE of 1 W m22, which implies that
the simulated responses to the perturbations are only
barely larger than sampling noise. With this caveat, Ta-
ble 6 gives the key statistics averaged over this period
for all of the S6 simulations. All simulations have a
cloud fraction of 0.2–0.3, a LWP of 27–32 g m22, a sur-
face precipitation rate between 0.8 and 1.2 mm d21, and
a SWCRE of 25–40 W m22, much smaller than the S11
and S12 cases.

[76] Figure 14 shows that the thermodynamic and
vertical velocity variance profiles for these steady states
are also very similar, with the exception of the N25
cases. The thermodynamic profiles have the expected
structure for shallow cumulus, with a well-mixed sub-
cloud layer extending to around 400 m, a cumulus layer
with fairly linear stratification of sl and qt, and a weak
trade inversion about 200 m thick, most obvious in the
qt profiles. Because the inversion is not as sharp in S6 as
in the stratocumulus regimes, all inversion jumps for S6
are computed as differences between 200 m above and
200 m below the mean inversion height. In addition to
being warmer and moister, the P2S profiles also have a
slightly higher inversion. However, their profiles of liq-
uid water content and vertical velocity variance are
almost indistinguishable from the comparison control
cases. As with cloud fraction, all the non-N25 simula-
tions have a maximum in horizontal-mean liquid water

Figure 13. Time-height profiles of cloud fraction for the S6 control (CTL), N25, and CMIP3 simulations.
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content at a height of 1500 m. The secondary maximum
in cloud fraction seen near the cumulus base is not
apparent in the liquid water content profile, because it
is compensated by the upward increase of in-cloud liq-
uid water content.

7.1. Nonlinear Response to EIS Increase in S6

[77] Figure 13 includes a simulation P2SFTh in place
of P2SFT, and the steady state for this simulation is
what is used for subsequent S6 analysis. P2SFT has the
warmer (P2S) free troposphere but the control SST.
P2SFTh has the same P2S free troposphere but has a 1
K SST increase, resulting in only half as large an EIS
increase as P2SFT. The reason P2SFTh is needed is
because P2SFT exhibits a breakdown in the linearity of
the response to increased EIS.

[78] As discussed further in Appendix A, the P2SFT
simulation does not settle into a steady state but instead
evolves into a remarkable oscillation with a period of
approximately 15 days, alternating between a deepen-

ing, high-albedo, phase with a thin stratocumulus layer
persisting under the inversion and a shallowing, low-
albedo, phase with more cumulus cloud cover sustain-
ing almost twice the surface precipitation rate. This sim-
ulation clearly cannot be regarded as a small
perturbation on the P2S case (which does reach a
steady-state solution) that could be used for a linear
sensitivity analysis. Instead, it shows that even a moder-
ate EIS perturbation can have a nonlinear effect on the
simulated cloud layer. Recent LES studies by Xu et al.
[2010] and Chung et al. [2012] exploring how SST affects
the equilibrium structure of subtropical cloud-topped
boundary layers did not find such oscillatory behavior.
However, both studies did find a regime transition from
cumulus under overcast stratocumulus under a rela-
tively deep inversion at lower SSTs, changing abruptly
over to cumulus under a shallower and more diffuse
inversion at higher SST; such a sudden transition might
allow the hysteresis necessary to support an oscillation.

7.2. Precipitation Control of Inversion Height at S6

[79] Using simulations of the S6 control case from a
range of LES models, Blossey et al. [2013] show that the
transition from the deepening phase to the pure-cumu-
lus state in each LES is accompanied by a rapid increase
in precipitation. Once the cumulus clouds become deep
enough, they can efficiently precipitate. This reduces
the supply of cloud liquid water to the inversion layer,
starving the stratocumulus patches, reducing the
entrainment rate, and limiting the inversion depth [see
also Stevens and Seifert, 2008].

[80] The S6 N25 sensitivity study illustrates the im-
portance of this ‘‘precipitation governor’’ mechanism.
The fourfold reduction in cloud-droplet concentration
from the control case increases autoconversion by
increasing the mean diameter of cloud droplets, allow-
ing significant precipitation to form in shallower clouds.
We argue that this explains the 500 m decrease in
steady-state inversion height compared to the control
seen in Figure 13.

[81] Following Blossey et al. [2013], Figure 15 shows
the evolution of we and precipitation as functions of
inversion height zi in CTL, N25, and dCMIP3. Since the
cumulus cloud base is roughly 400 m in both cases, the
maximum depth of cumulus clouds increases in lockstep
with zi. As zi increases, the deeper clouds can generate

Figure 14. Steady-state profiles of sl=cp, qt, ql, and
w0w0 for S6 control and sensitivity simulations.

Table 6. Steady-State S6 Resultsa

S6 Run zi (m) LCL (m) we (m s21)
SHF

(W m22)
LHF

(W m22)
Db

(m s22)
Precipitation

(mm d21) CF (%)
LWP

(g m22)
SWCRE
(W m22)

CTL 2529 469 3.0 12.1 115 0.12 1.0 24 30 231
4CO2 2509 467 3.0 11.3 113 0.12 0.9 24 30 231
dRH 2546 480 3.1 12.4 118 0.12 1.0 22 29 229
dWS 2476 483 2.9 12.3 110 0.13 0.9 21 26 227
P2 2539 471 3.1 11.9 128 0.12 1.0 23 30 229
P2S 2625 459 2.8 11.8 125 0.11 1.1 23 30 229
P2SFTh 2477 452 2.7 11.4 116 0.15 1.0 26 30 233
dCMIP3 2596 473 3.0 12.0 130 0.12 1.1 22 29 228
N25 2083 373 2.9 18.5 110 0.12 0.8 26 26 225
P2SN25 2280 363 2.8 18.5 119 0.11 0.9 26 27 226

aBased on mean over days 10–20. In all runs, the mean cumulus cloud base is 30–35 m below the tabulated LCL.
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more mean surface rainfall (Figure 15b), which leads to
less supply of liquid water to the inversion, less inversion
cloud cover (Figure 13), and lower entrainment rate (Fig-
ure 15a), which arrests the inversion deepening. In
SAMA this transition to high precipitation and much
lower entrainment sets in rapidly when the inversion deep-
ens past 2800 m in the control run, past 2600 m in the
dCMIP3 run, and past 2000 m in N25. In the CTL and
dCMIP3 simulations, the entrainment becomes too low
to support the inversion against subsidence (dots to the
left of the near-vertical curves in Figure 15a), so the inver-
sion slowly drops. As the inversion drops, the cumulus
precipitation slowly decreases, allowing more liquid water
to reach the inversion and entrainment rate to increase,
ultimately leading to a steady state in which entrainment
and subsidence are in balance. This part of the evolution
is very similar between CTL and dCMIP3. The N25 simu-
lation finds a similar steady state with a lower inversion
but comparable precipitation rate. The N25 simulation
shows a small (around 10%) relative decrease in SWCRE
compared to CTL. This reflects the combination of the
Twomey effect and small counteracting contributions
from more cloud fraction and less LWP.

[82] That the steady-state inversion depth at S6 is pre-
cipitation-limited rather than being mainly set by
cloud-radiation feedbacks as at S11 and S12 is an im-
portant difference relevant to understanding the S6
cloud response to climate perturbations. In particular,
it suggests that the depth of the cumulus cloud layer
will not be too sensitive to nonmicrophysical climate
perturbations.

[83] As explained by Blossey et al. [2013], the CGILS
setup biases the simulated steady-state inversion depth
at S6, like at S11 and S12, to be larger than the
observed time-mean inversion depth at this location
(1800 m). This may mean that at S6, precipitation feed-
backs are less important in reality than suggested by the
LES. However, further downstream and during more
disturbed periods, it is likely that precipitation regula-

tion is a critical control on cloud-topped boundary-
layer depth and thus has the potential to influence the
cloud response to greenhouse gas and aerosol.

7.3. Cumulus Cloud Response to Climate Perturbations

[84] The cloud responses to the specified climate per-
turbations are quite different at S6 than at S11 and S12.
The SWCRE responses are small (less than 5 W m22).
Unlike at S11 and S12, there is no change in SWCRE
between CTL and P2. The reduced subsidence in P2S
slightly increases the inversion height (by 70 m, or 3%)
compared to P2 but is mainly compensated by reduced
entrainment and increased precipitation. This shows the
influence of the precipitation governor in reducing
inversion height changes.

[85] Figure 16 graphically shows the cloud forcing
and inversion height responses to the different climate
perturbations in the same format as for S11 and S12.
There is an overall small positive feedback (shift to less
negative SWCRE) in both the P2S and the dCMIP3
composite climate changes. As in the S11 and S12 cases,
the relative reduction in SWCRE from the dCMIP3
forcing change is about 10%, which is quite similar to
the combined scaled response to the individual forcing
changes. The linearity of the response of inversion
height is not as good. The response to individual forcing
changes to the overall SWCRE change at S6 has both
similarities and differences to S11 and S12. Similar to
S11 and S12, the 12 K warming change (P2-CTL) gives
a 7% reduction in SWCRE with little change in inver-
sion height or boundary-layer structure. This SWCRE
reduction is of the same sign as found in SCM simula-
tions of S6 by Brient and Bony [2012] but is much
weaker. The free-tropospheric RH reduction has a simi-
lar effect as the 2 K warming, like for S12 but not S11.
Like at S11, the P2SFTh case with increased EIS has
stronger SWCRE and a lower inversion.

[86] The other responses are unique to S6. Due to the
precipitation governor effect, an 11% reduction in

Figure 15. Evolution of (a) entrainment rate and (b) daily-mean rainfall versus inversion depth zi, for the CTL,
N25, and CMIP3 simulations. Each plotted circle is a 12 h average. The nearly coincident vertical lines in Figure
15a are the subsidence rates for the three simulations at the height of the inversion; in steady state, the circles
(entrainment) must overlie the corresponding line.
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subsidence (P2S-P2) increases the inversion height by
only 4% and induces no increase in cloud cover and
SWCRE. CO2 quadrupling has also no effect on
SWCRE, LWP, or cloud cover and causes a slight
reduction in the inversion height, consistent with results
of Wyant et al. [2012] using a superparameterized global
climate model. (Brient and Bony [2012] found a slight
increase in low cloud in their 43 CO2 SCM simulations
of S6.) This suggests that radiation balance is not a pri-
mary control on the cloud cover in this case. On the
other hand, a 10% reduction in wind speed induces a
large (13%) relative decrease in SWCRE, showing the
importance of surface fluxes to cloud cover, but induces
very little change in inversion height. This latter result is
different than found by Nuijens and Stevens [2012], who
performed simulations of an idealized nonprecipitating
trade-wind cumulus case to changes in wind speed.
They found that the inversion depth was a strongly
increasing function of wind speed. We believe that
strong precipitation feedbacks on the boundary-layer
depth are preventing this response in our simulations.

[87] Rieck et al. [2012] used LES to analyze the
response of nonprecipitating shallow marine cumulus
convection to uniform 2 and 8 K warming of the tem-
perature profile, assuming fixed free-tropospheric RH,
subsidence, and radiative cooling. Based on Figure 4,
their assumption of a constant LTS as the profile is
warmed is equivalent to an EIS reduction of approxi-
mately 0.35 K/1 K21 of SST increase, of the opposite
sign to that robustly predicted by CMIP3 climate mod-
els (Table 1). However, the cloud changes in their 2 K
warming case are comparable to the sum of the cloud
responses for our P2 case (a 4% relative reduction in
cloud cover) and the P2SFTh-P2S difference multiplied
by 20.6 to get a 20.7 K EIS change (giving an addi-
tional 2% relative reduction of cloud cover), even
though our simulations are precipitating and have a
somewhat different vertical cloud structure than theirs.
However, in our simulations, the precipitation governor

effect prevents the significant boundary-layer deepening
and drying that they noted. Hence, our simulations
would predict no substantial rise in subcloud LCL cor-
responding to near-surface RH reduction, contrary to
their findings.

[88] Lastly, we tested the S6 response to the P2S forc-
ing perturbation with droplet concentration reduced to
25 cm23 (lower right pair of points in Figure 16a). The
reduced subsidence raises the inversion in the P2S case,
but the SWCRE does not weaken, unlike in the default
case Nd5100 cm23. This suggests that cloud microphy-
sics can affect simulated boundary-layer cloud sensitiv-
ity to climate perturbations.

8. Discussion and Conclusions

[89] We have systematically examined climate change
sensitivities of three types of subtropical cloud-topped
boundary layers using LESs. Our study is built around
the CGILS model intercomparison cases and comple-
ments results shown by Blossey et al. [2013] from an
international group of LES models on a much more
limited set of cases. For each of the three boundary-
layer types, well-mixed stratocumulus, cumulus under
stratocumulus, and cumulus, we perform a steadily
forced control simulation on a small horizontally dou-
bly periodic domain. The control simulation evolves
into a quasi-steady state, which can take 10 days or
more. We then perturb the forcings in various ways that
might accompany a climate change, including changes
in temperature, CO2 concentration, RH, subsidence,
inversion stability, and wind speed. By separating these
changes and assuming they can be approximately line-
arly superposed to predict the cloud radiative response
to multiple forcing changes, we can infer the LES-pre-
dicted cloud response to a broad range of possible cli-
mate change forcings. In particular, we can estimate the
cloud response to a CMIP3 multimodel mean forcing
change for some particular greenhouse gas emission

Figure 16. As in Figure 5, but for S6.
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scenario, e.g., CO2 doubling. Our LES responds simi-
larly to other LESs for the smaller set of forcing pertur-
bations considered in CGILS (Blossey et al., [2013]);
this adds credibility to its simulated cloud response for
the broad suite of forcings that we consider.

[90] At all three locations, our LES predicts a reduc-
tion in SWCRE (positive shortwave cloud feedback) for
the CMIP3 23 CO2 forcing perturbations. For both the
well-mixed and cumulus-coupled stratocumulus
regimes, the simulated mean SWCRE is 150–170 W
m22, and the 23 CO2 SWCRE reduction induced by
the CMIP3 forcing changes is more than 10 W m22.
The mean SWCRE is somewhat overestimated com-
pared to observed climatology at these two locations.
We suspect this reflects biases due to the CGILS solar
zenith angle specification, neglect of the diurnal cycle of
insolation, and neglect of transient forcing variability.
For the cumulus location, the cloud fraction is 20%,
and both the mean SWCRE and the CMIP3 change in
SWCRE are about 20% as large as for the stratocumu-
lus locations. There are still positive cloud feedbacks,
but they are much weaker.

[91] Our approach allows the CMIP3 response to be
partitioned into effects from individual forcing changes,
which we show combine approximately linearly. At
both stratocumulus locations, the positive feedback
from SWCRE reduction comes mostly from cloud thin-
ning due to the overall warming of the profile induced
by higher tropical SSTs, together with the direct radia-
tive effect of increased CO2. Reduced subsidence due to
weakening of tropical overturning circulations partly
counteracts these two factors. Changes in wind speed,
inversion stability, and free-tropospheric RH have
smaller impacts on the cloud thickness. There is also a
slight predicted reduction in stratocumulus-top height,
involving compensation between reduced subsidence,
which tends to lift the inversion in a warmer climate,
and increased inversion stability and CO2, which causes
the inversion to shallow.

[92] At the shallow cumulus location, precipitation
regulates the boundary-layer depth and vertical struc-
ture. In fact, we find that the cloud-droplet concentra-
tion (which is controlled by aerosol) is a much stronger
control on the LES-simulated boundary-layer depth
than are expected greenhouse-gas-induced forcing
changes and also affects the cloud radiative response to
climate perturbations. EIS increases in a warmer cli-
mate favor more cloud, but CO2 increases lead to a
shallower trade inversion with weaker precipitation but
no change in SWCRE.

[93] In the stratocumulus locations, we identified sev-
eral physical mechanisms of cloud sensitivity to the cli-
mate change perturbations that we investigated. These
included changes in radiative driving of cloud-topped
boundary-layer turbulence associated with a more emis-
sive free troposphere, thinning of stratocumulus layers
in the presence of an enhanced humidity gradient
between the surface and free troposphere, a general
thickening of stratocumulus due to lifting of the cloud
top if subsidence is reduced, and a lowering of the inver-
sion and possible thickening of the cloud layer if the

inversion is strengthened. These mechanisms apply
both to LES of the well-mixed and cumulus-under-stra-
tocumulus boundary layers, with some quantitative dif-
ferences, and they also apply to MLM simulations of
the well-mixed stratocumulus layer. Of these mecha-
nisms, the increased lower-tropospheric humidity gradi-
ent (also noted by Brient and Bony [2012] for shallow
cumulus) and reduced radiative driving (noted by Cald-
well and Bretherton [2009] for well-mixed stratocumu-
lus) seem to be most important in explaining the cloud
thinning and positive cloud feedbacks simulated in both
stratocumulus locations.

[94] As mentioned in section 1, Caldwell and Brether-
ton [2009] found using a MLM that a warmer climate
would favor stratocumulus thickening due to weaker
mean subsidence and a stronger inversion. Xu et al.
[2010] used an LES for climate-change-sensitivity stud-
ies that were prototypes for the CGILS CTL and P2S
cases, and simulated increased cloud and negative cloud
feedbacks for the P2S case in all three CGILS regimes.
We use a nearly identical MLM and a comparable LES
approach but reach the opposite conclusion that cloud
feedbacks are positive in all three regimes.

[95] One reason is that the P2S case also does not
include the effect of increased CO2 radiative forcing,
which we find erodes cloud. Another reason is that the
CMIP3 models predict a subtropical-mean subsidence
decrease in the warmer climate than only half as large
as the northeast Pacific value assumed by Xu et al.
[2010] and the standard P2S case on which CGILS
focused. Note that in reality, the dynamics governing
mean subsidence over the low-latitude oceans are a
complex mixture between locally and nonlocally driven
processes, including radiative cooling in and above the
boundary layer, land-ocean temperature contrast, eddy
heat and moisture fluxes in the Hadley circulation, etc.
These dynamics appear to also help modulate subtropi-
cal boundary-layer cloud feedbacks.

[96] Xu et al. [2010] also used profiles of horizontal
temperature and moisture advection which do not pro-
duce realistic drying and cooling within the boundary
layer, which has spurious effects on the sensitivity of
the inversion height and cloud structure to climate per-
turbations. The appropriate specification of horizontal
advective forcing and its sensitivity to climate perturba-
tions remains a major challenge to Eulerian LES-based
studies of boundary-layer cloud feedbacks, because
there is a strong interaction between the advective forc-
ings (which must somehow be specified), the inversion
height (which must be predicted), and the horizontal
slope of the inversion.

[97] Our findings seem broadly consistent with the
subtropical low cloud feedbacks simulated by the
CMIP3 suite of global climate models, which were
found to mostly be positive, though with large intermo-
del scatter in amplitude [Bony and Dufresne, 2005;
Soden and Vecchi, 2011]. We speculate that the scatter is
in part due to competing physical mechanisms, some of
which decrease cloud thickness and fraction, and some
of which increase them. In the cumulus location, we
simulate a small reduction in low cloud cover,
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consistent with the CMIP3 multimodel mean. We simu-
late larger reductions in SWCRE in the stratocumulus
and cumulus-under-stratocumulus regimes compared to
the cumulus regime, also consistent with the CMIP3
multimodel mean. Our SWCRE changes in the strato-
cumulus regimes are larger than the CMIP3 multimodel
mean, but we have given reasons why they might be
expected to be overestimates; in particular transient
forcing variability [Brient and Bony, 2012; Zhang et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2012] is likely to smear the cloud
responses across geographical regimes and thus dilute
local maxima and minima.

[98] The CGILS experiment and the sensitivity stud-
ies we have presented highlight the multifaceted nature
of cloud feedbacks on climate, involving compensating
physical processes. Past LES-based studies of bound-
ary-layer cloud responses to climate change have used a
range of approaches and idealizations for specifying cli-
mate-change-forcing perturbations, with major impacts
on their results. Predicted cloud feedbacks would be
much more positive with the setup of Rieck et al. [2012],
due to their large negative dEIS/dSST, and much more
negative with the setup of Zhang and Bretherton [2008]
and Xu et al. [2010], due to their strong subsidence
reduction and lack of CO2 radiative forcing, than for
the CMIP3 forcing perturbations. Our LES sensitivity
studies provide a firmer physical basis for climate model
predictions that subtropical low cloud feedbacks on cli-
mate are positive. However, LESs have their own short-
comings, and it is important to devise further
observational tests of some of the physical mechanisms
of cloud response that LES suggests are most important
to climate change, especially the potential roles of
reduced radiative driving and enhanced humidity differ-
ences in thinning clouds in a warmer climate.

Appendix : A

The 15 Day Oscillation Simulated for S6 P2SFT

[99] Figure A1 shows plots of the evolution of the
horizontal-mean cloud cover profile, the cloud albedo,
and the surface precipitation over 75 simulated days for
the S6 P2SFT case. While the first 15 days of evolution
are fairly similar to the P2S and P2SFTh cases, the sim-
ulation does not reach a steady state but settles into a
large nonlinear oscillation of inversion height, cloud
cover, and precipitation with a period of approximately
15 days. For any inversion height within this range of
oscillation, there are two ‘‘slow manifold’’ states of ap-
proximate thermodynamic equilibrium with quite dif-
ferent properties (see Bretherton et al. [2010] for
another example of such behavior in a shallower, non-
precipitating boundary layer). One state has a thin stra-
tocumulus layer under the inversion, large SWCRE,
strong entrainment, and relatively low surface rainfall.
The other state has no stratocumulus but more cumulus
cloud cover, small SWCRE, weak entrainment, and
higher surface rainfall. The boundary layer transitions
between these two slowly evolving states in less than a
day at the times at which the inversion is deepest or

shallowest; in dynamical systems theory, this type of
behavior is known as a relaxation oscillation [Strogatz,
2001, chapter 7.5].

[100] The relaxation oscillation is driven by cloud-
radiation-precipitation interaction. We will use the pe-
riod from 19 to 34 days to illustrate it. In the deepening
phase (days 19–25), there is extensive stratocumulus
cloud underneath the inversion. Cloud-top longwave
cooling drives turbulence and strong entrainment,
sharpening and deepening the inversion, and creating a
mixed layer that becomes as much as 500 m deep. The
strong entrainment slightly warms and dries the lower
part of the cumulus layer and the subcloud layer, reduc-
ing the overall static stability and RH within the cumu-
lus layer. While this has little effect on cumulus-base
mass flux, it affects the vertical structure of the cumulus
clouds, decreasing their liquid water content but
increasing their buoyancy, thereby causing a larger frac-
tion of the cumulus mass flux to be detrained high in
the boundary layer. Thus, the cloud fraction at 1500 m
altitude is relatively low, consisting of a small area frac-
tion of updrafts (Figure A1a) without particularly high
liquid water content. The moist updrafts partly detrain
into the subinversion mixed layer, which they help sus-
tain against entrainment drying. They also develop pre-
cipitation which falls from high in the boundary layer,
much of which evaporates before reaching the cumulus
cloud base (Figure A1b). As this phase continues and
the inversion deepens, the cumulus updrafts precipitate
more of their moisture out before reaching the subin-
version mixed layer (Figure A1b), starving that layer of
moisture so that it can no longer support a saturated
stratocumulus layer beneath the inversion.

[101] This leads to the second phase of the oscillation
(days 25–34), in which there is much less cloud, long-
wave cooling or turbulence at the inversion, entrain-
ment is much weaker and done only by the cumulus

Figure A1. The 75 day evolution of S6 P2SFT simula-
tion: (a) time-height section of cloud fraction, (b) time-
height section of precipitation flux, (c) time series of
SWCRE, and (d) time series of surface precipitation.
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clouds, and hence, the whole boundary layer becomes
shallower, moister, and more stratified. This favors cu-
mulus updrafts with more updraft liquid water that
detrain at lower altitude, forming more cloud at 1500 m
(Figure A1a) but also form more precipitation at much
lower altitude than in the first phase (Figure A1b).
Because the cumuli precipitate most of their liquid
water before it is delivered to the inversion, no stratocu-
mulus forms there. In P2S, CTL, and other S6 runs, this
regime settles into a steady state, but in P2SFT the
warmer free troposphere weakens entrainment too
much to balance mean subsidence. The inversion keeps
dropping until more cumulus liquid water is trans-
ported to the inversion, and a stratocumulus layer
reforms at day 34 (Figure A1a), restarting the cycle.

[102] Figure A2 shows the development of the oscilla-
tion over the first 50 days using scatterplots of entrain-
ment rate and precipitation versus inversion height
similar to those shown in Figure 15. The color of the
circles show cloud fraction. The behavior is approxi-
mately periodic, but the stochastic character of the cu-
mulus convection in a small domain adds randomness
that is visible in the slightly different orbits traced by
successive oscillations.

[103] With a domain three times as large on each side,
this case behaves fairly similarly for the first 15 days
but finds a steady state with cumuliform cloud cover.
We expect that with a slightly greater EIS increase, this
simulation would also transition into limit cycle behav-
ior. However, this shows that the limit cycle regime may
be fragile; that is, it is quite sensitive to small changes in
the run setup and probably would also be sensitive to
use different parameterized microphysics.
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